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Satan is a being that has gone by many names. With the help of A Forum
Member and all the work we have done right now, I am working on a
documentary to make this readily available to everyone.

Now all Gods work on many levels. One level is who they really are- i.e., their
flesh and bone existence. The actual ET's, who also have a name and actually
exist. They do have a name (or more) and they literally exist in another planet.
For magickal reasons and because these names are like their own ID number,
they never do share these names.

Let's presume my real name is Bob. In my unit I am known as the Cobra
Commander. When I am called, I am basically turning as if I would be were to be
called Bob. Indeed, I am more Cobra Commander than I am Bob. This is literally
the stupidest way of explaining it...

They therefore give people either their alias names which belong to them, or
people name them with qualities like epithets. For example, SATYAN means
TRUTH. The internal notion of such comes from the existential mantra
SATANAMA which ties into the universe and the cosmos, and which Satan
represents both as a Divine incarnation and also in qualities.

The Gurus in the East who do Satanama meditation, are actually doing 'homage'
and 'worship' to Satan. All practices that raise the Serpent and so forth are a
"Satanism". The enemy knows this very well. Satanism = Striving for Truth. Such
feat can only be understood by raising one's self spiritually. Not all people do this
with the same 'connection' and close proximity to the source, but they do this after
all.

This is why so many Hindus just come into Spiritual Satanism very easy and
without any friction. They are already Satanists, but not initiated. Spiritual
Satanism is an initiation to practice the higher levels. Spiritual Satanism is like
telling the Gods in front of them that you want to ACTUALLY work with them. This
is where they take people really seriously. Like the Ancients who did initiations,
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for example.

So back to the Names, in many ways, they are quite often, epithets. These are
qualities and names given to the Gods, to name an example. These are
associated with them, tie into them, and call upon them straight up. The same
goes for the Demonic names of other Gods.

Then, the Gods are on another level, that of allegory and spiritual alchemy.
Spiritual allegory is about building the Soul, and spiritual alchemy about evolving
one's personal soul and spirit to actually co-join the Gods and evolve to them.

Behind all of this there is an evolutionary process in finishing the work of the
Arch-Architect, Satan, our Creator, upon humanity. The process is marked as
spiritual but at the same, it is a meta-genetic work to actually elevate our species.

Satan went by many names in history, but all the essences of such personalities
and names we have ascribed are all divine, and they all have the same
commonalities. Serpent, Ascension, Truth, Understanding, the highest spiritualist
of the Gods, Winter Solstice and the list goes on.

How the Gods are known to us is relevant to us, but as I have explained, there is
a deep metaphysical element that relates to the universe on how we know each
God.

Therefore, to preserve their names and qualities is to preserve important
knowledge metaphysical science. All Indo-Aryan cultures work around preserving
the same, Magnum Opus, the Great Work of making man into the Godhead.
From this came "Religion". Religion would otherwise be useless. People made
these things cultures to remember them, pass them down, and honor the Gods
and keep a consistent communication with them to guide them for advancement:
I.e., REMEMBRANCE.

Today this is known as Spiritual Satanism, and we work directly with the Gods,
directly on the highest level. The Gods as they have related, they do not want
'worship', but only for us to remember, so that we will not die like pest and never
advance into our intended level. One is also free to exercise worship, reverence,
and intensive respect, obviously.

Spiritual Satanism is Spiritual Truth-Ism and nothing else. As everyone knows,
our use of the traditional Satanic Symbols has no 'recent' significant to us.
Everything is traced back to their source. It's not some sort of fashionable trend
we made for ourselves.



After the above, there is a last level of the myths into archeological/universal
events, which are mixed with actual history and also non-literary myths to
preserve these and pass this down to future generations. These were taught to
the initiated.

To others it's mere science fiction. But there is no science fiction, at all into any of
this. I hope this therefore simply explains in full the question of the Gods, their
Names, their Aliases, and all other points.

All the best for our people, and do NOT cease and (((forget))) doing the RTR's.
We have to clean the planet from spiritual rot to save ourselves and build a
greater future.
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